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Dragonseye (Dragonriders of Pern Series)

Description Another episode in the author's perennially popular series, the Dragonriders of Pern, finds Weyrs and
Holds struggling to ward off the second coming of the Red Star and the deadly silver Thread with dwindling
technology. When the volcanoes rumble and the powerful storms begin brewing on Pern, it means one
thing: Thread. For 257 years Pern has been free of the life-destroying Thread, but now the Red Star has
reappeared in the sky and soon the deadly Threadfall will follow. In the holds and weyrs across the land,
the genetically-engineered dragons of Pern and their human riders begin feverishly training to combat the
Thread, for only dragon fire can destroy the silvery invaders. But, incredibly, one Lord Holder refuses to
believe the Thread will fall again, and he may endanger the entire planet.
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An Exchange of Gifts

Description A runaway princess and a poor young boy try to make a new life for themselves without revealing their
pasts or the magical powers they possess.
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Dragonriders' Dawn: Dragonsdawn; and The Chronicles of Pern: First Fall (Pern, Vol. 6 & Vol. 9)

Description Newcomers to Pern, rejoice! Now you can start this bestselling adventure series from the very beginning
of Pernese history. This exclusive omnibus edition collects the novel Dragonsdawn, the story of how men
and women first came to Pern and how they created the magnificent telepathic Dragons to fight the alien
Thread, and The Chronicles of Pern: First Fall, a collection of four novellas and one short story that adds
richness and depth to the earliest days of the Dragon World.
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Rescue Run

Description The distress call was sent by Pernese settlers who had just experienced their first Threadfall.A Federation
ship answered the call- but not until 49 years later...'Rescue Run' is an intriguing novella about that ship
-the story of it's crew's unsettling encounter with spaceborn Thread...and other adventures...This special
Book Club Edition features decorative page borders plus 10 interior illustrations by noted SF artist Pat
Morrissey
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The Renegades of Pern: (#7) (The Dragonriders of Pern)

Description As long as the people of Pern could remember, the Holds had protected them from Thread, the deadly
silver strands that fell from the sky and ravaged the land. In exchange for sanctuary in the huge stone
fortresses, the people tithed to their Lord Holders, who in turn supported the Weyrs, whose dragons were
Pern's greatest weapon against Thread.But not everyone on Pern was part of that system of mutual care
and protection, particularly those who had been rendered holdless as punishment for wrongdoing. And
there were some, like Jayge's trader clan, who simply preferred the freedom of the roads to the security of
a hold. Others, like Aramina's family, had lost their holds through injustice and cruelty. For all the holdless,
life was a constant struggle for survival.Then, from the ranks of the criminals and the disaffected, rose
a band of renegades, led by the Lady Thella. No one was safe from Thella's depredations, and now her
quarry was Aramina, reputed to have a telepathic link...
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The Rowan

Description The Rowan was one of the strongest Talents ever born, but she was also lonely and without family, friends
--or love. Then a telepathic message came from a distant world facing an alien threat, a message sent by
an unknown Talent named Jeff Raven, and be it power, danger, or love--the Rowan is about to meet her
match.
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Dragon Harper (The Dragonriders of Pern)

Description For millions of readers the world over, the name Pern is magical, conjuring up grand vistas of a distant
planet whose blue skies are patrolled by brave dragons and their noble riders, a paradise threatened
by the periodic fall of deadly Thread. But not all dangers descend from the skies. Now, in their third
collaboration, Anne McCaffrey and her son, Todd McCaffrey, spin a tale of a mysterious illness that may
succeed in doing what centuries of Threadfall could not: kill every last human on Pern.Life in the Harper
Hall is busy for best friends Kindan, Nonala, and Kelsa. As the only female apprentices, Nonala and Kelsa
are the butt of jokes and easy targets for the bully Vaxoram and his cronies. But when Kindan springs to
Kelsa’s defense, he winds up in a fight for his life against the older, bigger Vaxoram–a fight that will lead
to a surprising friendship.Meanwhile, in nearby Fort Hold, a clutch of fire-lizard eggs is about to hatch, and
Lord Bemin’s beautiful young daughter, Koriana,...
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Nerilka's Story

Description Nerilka's Story. It was in Moreta's time -- a time of legend, of heroic valor, of terrible Threadfall and the
Great Plague that devastated both Holders and Dragonfolk. For Lady Nerilka of Fort Hold, the tragedy
was twofold, for with the death of her mother and her sister, her father's mistress took possession of the
Hold. Angry and betrayed, Nerilka decided to escape and, as Pern seethed in turmoil, she began her
perilous journey to Ruatha, Lord Alessan and an unknown destiny. The Coelura. When the Lady Caissa
was told by her exalted sire to enter into an heir-contract with Cavernus Gustin she was appalled. For
although Gustin was genetically sound he was vain, pompous and intellectually inept. But Caissa's father
was determined there should be a union -- he had his own privately plotted plans for such a match. And a
few hours later Caissa began to suspect what they were. On a private flight over the forbidden areas of the
North, she was alerted by a distress signal -- and there...
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The Rowan

Description Told in the timeless style of Anne McCaffrey, The Rowan is the first installment in a wonderful trilogy. This
is sci-fi at its best: a contemporary love story as well as an engrossing view of our world in the future.
The kinetically gifted, trained in mind/machine gestalt, are the most valued citizens of the Nine Star
League. Using mental powers alone, these few Prime Talents transport ships, cargo and people between
Earth's Moon, Mars' Demos and Jupiter's Callisto. An orphaned young girl, simply called The Rowan, is
discovered to have superior telepathic potential and is trained to become Prime Talent on Callisto. After
years of self-sacrificing dedication to her position, The Rowan intercepts an urgent mental call from Jeff
Raven, a young Prime Talent on distant Deneb. She convinces the other Primes to merge their powers
with hers to help fight off an attack by invading aliens. Her growing relationship with Jeff gives her the
courage to break her status-imposed isolation, and choose...
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Dragon's Fire

Description Bringing fresh wonders and dangers to light in the skies of Pern, Anne McCaffrey and her son, Todd,
who demonstrated his writing talents in the bestselling novels Dragon’s Kin and Dragonsblood, return
with their second collaboration: a thrilling adventure of discovery and fate.Pellar is an orphan taken in
by Masterharper Zist. Though born mute, Pellar is a gifted tracker, and when Zist sets off to take over
as harper for Natalon’s coal-mining camp, Pellar–along with his fire-lizard, Chitter–joins him on a secret
mission of his own: to find out if reported thefts of coal are the work of the Shunned, criminals condemned
to a life of wandering and hardship.Halla is one of the children of the Shunned. Though innocent of their
parents’ crimes, these children have inherited their cruel punishment. Lack of food, shelter, and clothes is
their lot; hope is unknown to them. And what future would they hope for? Without a hold to call their own,
there will be no protection for them when the...
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Pegasus in Flight

Description As director of the Jerhattan Parapsychic Center, telepath Rhyssa Owen coordinated the job assignments
for psychically gifted Talents. And though she had her hands full dealing with the unreasonable demand
for kinetics to work on the space platform that would be humankind's stepping-stone to the stars, she was
always ready to welcome new Talents to the Center.Feisty and streetwise, twelve-year-old Tirla used
her extraordinary knack for languages to eke out a living in the Linear developments, where the poor
struggled to make ends meet and children were conscripted or sold into menial work programs. Young
Peter, paralyzed in a freak accident, hoped someday to get into space where zero gravity would enable
him to function more easily. Both desperately needed help only other Talents could provide.With the
appearance in her life of one extraordinary man with no measurable Talent at all, Rhyssa suddenly found
herself questioning everything she thought she knew about her people. And when two...
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Dragonseye

Description In Anne McCaffrey's New York Times bestselling DRAGONSEYE, join Weyrleaders, Holders, and
Craftmasters in the creation of the legendary Star Stones and the teaching ballads of Pern!It's been two-
hundred years since the deadly Thread fell like rain upon Pern, devouring everything in its path. No one
alive remembers that first horrific onslaught and no one believes in its return--except for the dragonriders.
For two centuries they have been practicing and training, passing down from generation to generation the
formidable Threadfighting techniques. Now the ominous signs are appearing: the violent winter storms
and volcanic eruptions that are said to herald the approach of the Red Star and its lethal spawn. But one
stubborn Lord Holder, Chalkin of Bitra, refuses to believe--and that disbelief could spell disaster. So as the
dragonriders desperately train to face a terrifying enemy, they and the other Lord Holders must find a way
to deal with Chalkin--before history repeats itself and...
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Freedom's Ransom

Description When Kris Bjornsen and her fellow slaves were dumped on an uninhabited planet by the alien Catteni
overlords, they would surely have died-without the help of Zainal, a renegade Catteni exiled by his own
people. But they did survive on the planet they named Botany, and in time they drove the Catteni away
from Earth and neighboring planets. Technologically limited but rich in natural resources, Botany must
find its place in the newly configured universe. A trip to Earth shows Kris and Zainal how desperately the
devastated home planet needs what Botany can give. Other worlds too have had their wealth skimmed by
the Catteni regime; the nearby planet of Barevi is little more than a corrupt bazaar, where bits and pieces
of Earth's once powerful technology can be traded for with grain and mineral ores. Earth needs food.
Botany needs technology-and, some say, the will to protect itself from being overrun by refugees. As alien
influence fades, the people of Botany must decide what kind of...
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Lyon's Pride

Description Rowan, her daughter and son-in-law, Damia and Afra, and their children must use their extraordinary
telepathic abilities to battle the alien Hivers in outer space.
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The Skies of Pern

Description Thanks to Anne McCaffrey, millions of readers have soared the skies on dragonback, shared the thoughts
and dreams of the great dragons of Pern, and risked life and limb to safeguard the planet from the
deadly threat of falling Thread. With the Dragonriders of Pern, McCaffrey has given us more than just
an extraordinary masterwork of imagination. She has given us a whole world--and has taught us to fly.
Now, in this triumphant return to Pern, Anne McCaffrey takes us on an adventure as surprising and
unforgettable as any that has come before . . .It is a time of hope and regret, of endings and beginnings.
The Red Star, that celestial curse whose eccentric orbit was responsible for Thread, has been shifted to a
harmless orbit, and the current Threadfall will be the last. Technological marvels are changing the face of
life on Pern. And the dragonriders, led by F'lessan, son of F'lar and Lessa and rider of bronze Golanth, and
Tia, rider of green Zaranth, must forge a new place for...
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The Dolphins' Bell

Description With a volcano about to erupt and the devastating alien life form called Thread raining down, the Pernese
settlers know immediate action must be taken
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